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Boston is a unique city with a tremendous potential. It is not surprising that the interest in this market
among multifamily investors and developers remains very strong despite some signs that this cycle
might be maturing. The sales volume of apartment properties has soared to $1.45 billion in the first
five months of 2015 compared to $0.57 billion over the same period a year prior. Increased investor
demand - particularly for assets within or near the central urban core, has pushed transaction cap
rates for larger apartment properties down to 4-4.5% range with the year-to-date average price
surpassing $250 thousand per unit, a new record for the market.
From the standpoint of institutional investor focus and pricing, Boston belongs to a tier of the
so-called "primary" or "gateway" markets which include New York, Los Angeles, Chicago,
Washington, DC and San Francisco. Each of these markets has all or most of the socio-economic,
demographic, and real estate characteristics that are viewed as beneficial from the long-term
multifamily income growth standpoint, such as large and diverse urban housing stock, low structural
vacancy rates, robust and vibrant regional economies, highly educated workforce, higher wages,
higher propensities to rent, higher shares of young population, and higher degrees of land use
regulation.
Boston scores high on all these metrics but one that is particularly important in this cycle is the
presence of population age 20-34, also known as the Millennials. This group accounts for over 34%
of Boston's total population, the highest share among the major U.S. cities, and it is expected to
continue growing over the next five years. Given the shifting age composition of the labor force, the
Millennials will also drive a major share of the future growth in employment and apartment demand.
In addition, Boston also has one of the highest concentrations of aging population living outside of
the city now. This group is expected become another tour-de-force for multifamily, including
condominiums. From this perspective Boston's outlook is supported by stronger demographic
tailwinds compared to most other primary markets. Furthermore, with many Boston area seniors
choosing to age in place and remain in close proximity to their children as well as high-quality health
care, this will also support demand for service-oriented housing to meet their diverse needs
including modern assisted living properties. Another key advantage for Boston is a relatively stable
regional economy with a high concentration in professional and business services, health and
education - industries which are also driving the nation's job growth today. Last year, the Greater
Boston metro region (five-county area) added over 40,000 jobs, or 1.7%, and it is expected to
continue this pace in 2015-16. This momentum should be sufficient to help absorb new supply that
is bound to come online over the period given what is currently under construction. 
Boston's multifamily market has expanded rapidly since 2010 and the average rent per unit for
institutional-grade product is now above $2,000 per month compared to about $1,700 averaged in



the previous decade. Increases in effective rents have been even more dramatic in the central urban
core submarkets, averaging about 5% per year over the last five years with the average vacancy
rates settling in 4-4.5% range, or 100-150 basis points below the long-term norm. New supply has
finally started to respond more rapidly in recent years with multifamily permits issuance in Greater
Boston averaging 6,200 units per year over 2013-2014. Most of these projects are
professionally-managed apartments intended to meet the need for modern, communal living with
more services and amenities that the Millennials and the empty-nesters seek in the urban core.
While the concentration of new development in the city is likely to put some upward pressure on
vacancy, the fundamentals should remain healthy. Assuming that new supply activity will begin to
moderate after 2016, rent growth is expected to remain positive and average 3% per year with
potentially higher rates in neighborhoods with concentrations of upwardly mobile and highly
educated young professionals such as the Seaport District.
Long-term real estate investors are comfortable with low risk-adjusted returns when buying
apartment properties in markets like Boston and this should continue to support premium pricing.
Looking at the number of cranes towering above the city's skyline it would be prudent to ask not only
if the market is building the right number of units relative to new demand, but also, if it is the right
mix of product in terms of design and price. At the same time, understanding the market's changing
age demographics and income profile can create great investment opportunities.
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